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The September program will be by Robb Helmkamp.
Robb’s Topic will be about CURVES. It is a feature that he has in most of his work in varying degrees
of complexity. He will talk about a few ways that he approaches putting curves in his work. From as simple as
using a drawing bow, pencil, eye, bandsaw and edge sander to a more complex lamination and
bending over a form in a bag or with clamps.

BIOGRAPHY
Robb Helmkamp makes contemporary furniture, sculpture and accessories, made of various types of wood,
some pieces with metal accents. Soft
contours, gentle curves and subtle
angles provide gentle flow and movement, creating a classic contemporary
look. Helmkamp primarily uses woods
native to the Carolinas including
walnut, cherry, maple, oak and ash.
By juxtaposing wood and metal, light
and dark tones, smooth and rough
textures he uses furniture as a canvas
for expression.
As a military brat, Helmkamp was
raised all over the country by a career
U.S. Navy father and an artist mother,
and grew up with constant exposure to
both the arts and the military. Helmkamp’s mother has been a ceramic
artist most of my life and I helped out
in her pottery studio and at art shows
during my childhood. Conversely, he
would go to military air shows and
weekend naval ship tours with my
father. Helmkamp’s work is continually inspired and informed by both
the arts and crafts and military history
and design. Throughout his childhood
Helmkamp was continuously making…
designing and building tree forts, skate
ramps and hammering together a wide
range of projects.
After earning a degree in Public
Relations at WVU in Morgantown,
West Virginia Helmkamp began to
have doubts about a career working behind a desk and began trying to figure
out how to build a career out of making
things with his hands. Shortly after
moving to North Carolina in 2001
Helmkamp started taking woodworking
classes and was soon enrolled at
Haywood Community College, in
Clyde, NC, as a student in their
Professional Crafts: Woodworking
program. While in school, at Haywood,
Helmkamp started his own woodworking business, Kampstudio.
Helmkamp’s goal with Kampstudio
has always been to make furniture of
the highest quality and to create pieces
which have never seen or experienced

before. Always striving for his work to
be thoroughly influenced and informed
by the past, Helmkamp creates original
and unique woodworking. Taking the
time to finely craft each piece of
furniture in his studio Helmkamp
uses a mix of modern machinery and
traditional hand tools. Currently
Helmkamp works in a studio next to
his house, in a quiet neighborhood, in
North Charleston, South Carolina.
At Kampstudio Helmkamp makes
furniture and accessories, including
tables (of all sizes), benches, boxes,
cutting boards, built-ins, one-of-a-kind
pieces and many more items.
Helmkamp creates pieces for exhibitions and regularly accepts commissions and custom work requests. Most
of Helmkamp’s woodworking is finished
with a hand rubbed oil and varnish
mixture. All of Kampstudio’s food
accessories, including cutting boards,
are finished with a food-safe beeswax
based conditioner.
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C H A R I TA B L E P R O J E C T S / J u l y 1 t o J u l y 3 1 , 2 0 1 9

................................................................................................................................................................... Hours
Beads of Courage............................................................................................................................................... 5
Flag Cases.......................................................................................................................................................... 3.5
Toy Workshop................................................................................................................................................... 335
Cancer Surivor Park Alliance.......................................................................................................................... 6
Northwest CDC................................................................................................................................................ 18
Other Charitable Projects................................................................................................................................. 32.5
Total......................................................................................................................................................... 400

MENTORING CLASSES /July 1 to July 31 , 2019
Hours
Combined total hours for adult classes............................................................................................................ 134
Youth Classes................................................................................................................................................. 146
Total......................................................................................................................................................... 280

Member’s Projects

Boat Tray by
Bruce Bell

Carpenter Tool Box by
Chuck Pressley

Butterfly Box by
John Arnold

Turned Bowls by
Roger Friday

Ukelele by
Al Socha

Toy Chest
Jim Gilreathr
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